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Purpose: It is very important for the convolution dose calculation method to obtain infonnation about how the in~air

output, Sc (or collimator scatter factor) changes inside and outside of the multileaf commator (MLC) field.
Introducing a leaf-field output subtraction method, we calculate the in-air output for an MLC system. The leaf-field
output subtraction method is to subtract the reduced in-air output due to each MLC leaf from the in-air output due to
the jaw-coJJ1mator field. Methods: We employed a two-Gaussian source model for the radiation sources of the x-ray
target and flattening filter. For calculation of in-air outputs at MLC fields, we took into account the structure of the
MLC. Further, we took into account the attenuation of the MLC using a set of x-ray spectra that was a function of
otT-axis distance. We redesigned the MLC structure using (I) a simple structure MLC model and (2) a fine structure
MLC modeL Results: The two-Gaussian source model was effective especialJy in the neighborhood of the radiation
field. The simple and fine structure MLC models could reflect the complex x-ray leakages from the rounded leaf end
and tongue-groove of the actual MLC. For typical MLC fields, we calculated sets of in-air output distributions.

NOTES:
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Introduction

In order to give a precise prescription dose in radiation therapy, we should use an accurdte radiation therapy planning
system. The convolution (or superposition) method [1-6} has been developed as a high-precision dose calculation
algorithm. The technique spatially convolves the primary x-ray intensity with the dose kernel in media that describes the
transport and energy deposition by secondary particles. The primary x-ray intensity can be evaluated using the in-alr
output along each rayline emanating from the source for a given radiation field..

Ahnesjo et 01 p} have reported a method for calculating in-air outputs for MLC-shaped fields using a convolution model.
Recently, the in-air output has been evaluated using single-Gaussian-source models [8, 9], two-Gauss ian-source models
(10], or three-Gaussian-source models [l J]. In this paper, we propose to use a new type of two-Gaussian-source model
for calculation of in-air outputs. One component is used for calculation of in-air outputs from the x-ray target (lncJuding
the primary collimator) and the other for calculation of in-air outputs from the flattening filter. This two-Gaussian-source
model is effective for calculation of in-air outputs for any field, including fields around the zero-area field. At the
MLC-tield beam irradiation, the complex structure of each MLC leaf with a partially curved end and a tongue-groove
design should, in general, be taken into account (12]. For calculation of in-air outputs for MLC fields, we introduce a
leaf-field output subtraction method. This method is to subtract the reduced in-air output due to each MLC leaf from the
in-air output due to the jaw-collimator field. The method is effective for evaluation of the in-air output variation due to
the leaf and intcrJeaf transmission depending on the MLC leaf construction.

Theory

TAD

(2)

(1)

(4)

Figure ). Diagram showing the geometry for S.
calculation at the isocentcr (P). Points Or and OF
arc the origins on the x-ray ta~et plane and
flattcning filter plane. respectively. Sr and SF are
the visible areas from point P via the jaw
collimator. measured on the x-ray target plane and
the flattening tilter plane, respectively, Rr is the
distance between the oriuin Or and the area
clement (dSr). RF is the ~distllnce between the

H(AJ" ... ) =(1 + GJ 'C;".)x [GT(Aj",..)+ GF (.4.1uw )], (3) origin OF and the area clement (tiS,). TAD is the

h . h 'd f h . I fi ld c. h' II' fi Id distance between the x-ray target and theW ere C;:. IS t e 51 e 0 t e eqUlva ent square le Jor t e Jaw-co Imator Ie isoccnter.

(Ajuw) and at is the monitor-backscatter coefficient. Then H(Ajilw) expresses the total in-air output for a certain amount of
the monitor unit (MU). Using a reference field of Ajaw=10 x 10 cm2

, the in-air output factor (Sc) for the jaw-collimator
field (Ajaw) can be described as

S('(Ajaw) =Il(A,u....)! H(AjmY< = lOx 10).

J. For jaw-collimator fields

As in Figure I, we calculate the in-air outputs at the isocenter (P) using
jaw-collimator fields, where we set three planes (the target, tlattening filter, and
isocenter planes). As x-ray output sources, we take the x-ray target and the
flattening filler. Let the large-field in-air output from the x-ray target be unity,
and let the large-field in-air output from the flattening filter be a2. For a
jaw-collimator field size (Ajaw) measured at the isocenter plane. the in-air output
at point P from the x-ray target can be calculated [8-10] as

GT(A j .... ) '" 1 ,1 exp{ -Rr~ l<Ar 12)~]dSr,
R(A.r/2)- '~7

where ST is the rectangular area on the target plane, projected back from point P
via the jaw collimator. RT is the distance between the origin OT (at the x-ray target
point) and the area element (dST); A112 is the effective radius of the extended
source of photons, measured on the x-ray target plane. Similarly, the in-air output
from the flattening filter can be calculated using

Gf·(A 1a,,·)= a~, .1 expl-R/i(A t !2)2JdSf'
JT().f ! 2)- f

where SF is the rectangular area on the flattening filter plane, projected back from
point P via the jaw collimator, RF is the distance between the origin OF (at the
middle of the nanening filter) and the area element (dSF)~ J.p12 is the etTective
radius of the extended source of photons, measured on the flattening fi Iter plane.
Put

2. For MLC Fields (the leaf-field output subtraction method)
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(b)

For calculation of in-air outputs for MLC
fields (Figure 2(a», we use a simple or
fme structure MLC model for the actual
MLC (Figure 2(b». Each MLC leaf is
reconstructed using a thin MLC plate;
however, performing the same x-ray
attenuation along each rayline as the real
MLC leaf does. In order to take into TAD

account in-air output increases due to the
x-ray tnmsmission through the MLC
leaves, we propose a leal:lield output
subtraction method. Moreover, in order
to take into account the variation of the
in-air output within and outside a
jaw--collimator field, we introduce a
source OCR (OCR.soorce) function. which
expresses the relative in-air water Figure 2. Diagrams showing the geometry of{a) the real MlC structure and (b) a simple or fine
collision kerma as a function of off-axis structure MlC model (thin MlC leafpJatcs are put at the top of the real MlC).

distance (R) for an imaginary infinite jaw-collimator field, letting OCRsoorcc(O)=1 at the isocenter (R=O) (showing the
in-air output variation caused by the design of the flattening filter). The details on the OCRsoorce function will be
published elsewhere.
We calculate the in-air output at an arbitrary point P on the isocenter plane using an MLC field with a jaw-collimator
field (Ajaw), as follows:

(1) Using tbe simple structure MLC model

This model enables us to calculate at high speed, remodelling each MLC leaf into a simple structure having a constant
thickness. The rounded leaf end and the tongue-groove sides are redesigned to have simple cuts, letting its thin MLC
plate perform the same x-ray attenuation along each rayline as the simple structure MLC does. On referring to Figure 3,
the in-air output (8(.) factor at point P for an MLC field with a jaw--collimator field (Aja",,) can be calculated as

S(.(.MLC) =[H(Ajaw ) - HMtcl·OCRSOlltt<t(R)l H(Ajaw =lOx 10)isocmlCr' (5)

with

(8)

(6)

(7)

Figure 3. Diagrams showing ca~"S where point P exists (a) outside and (b) inside the
jaw-collimator field. The line (1) is the rayline that passes the middle point of the common
~tangulllrarea on the thin MlC plate.

H MLC = (l+°1 ' C;;",) xL(1 - Tlcaf ){GT(Amr) +GF(Alcllf )],

leaf

Gr(A1uf )= 1 .• I. exp(-R/I(A.r/2)2}dS;.
1l'(A r /2)- Sr

GF(A1••f )= U 1t ,1. exp[-R/ I(A./,12)21iS;,
:r(A.1' 12)- SF

where S'T is the common rectangular area on x
the x-ray target plane, projected back from ..!:!!!!X.!!!I!!t2!!!'.!... ---:=--_-+::-:.!.:::.:::.}....__-..-_~+_----

point P via the jaw coJlimator and via the thin
~fiIt......

MLC plate; S'F be the common rectangular
area on the flattening filter plane, projected
back from point P via the jaw coUimator and
via the thin MLC-Ieaf plate; OT is the x-ray
target point; RT is the distance between Or
and the area element (dS'T); OF is the
intersection of the flattening filter plane and
line P-OT; RF is the distance between OF and
the area element (dS'F); R is the ofT-center
distance tor point P, measured on the
isocenter plane; H(A.;aw= 1Ox 10)isocClltCt" is the
in·air output (Equation (3» at the isocenter
(R=O) for a reference open jaw-coJJimator
field of Ajaw=JOxlO cm2 (OC~urcc(O)=1 at
the isocenter); and 71caf is the x-ray
transmission factor for the rayJine (n passing
through the middle point of the common
rectangular area on the thin MLC·leafplate with respect to S'T or S'F (Tlell61) (note that the rayline (1) may be inside or
outside the jaw-colJimator field). It should be noted that when TlcaF I, the MLC-leaf virtuaBy does not exist in the
jaw-collimator field.
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(2) Using the fine structure MLC model

Using this model, we can take into account detailed x-ray leakages from many small sections of each MLC-Ieaf. As
illustrated in Figure 4, each pair of MLC leaves (L=I-LQ) is divided into sections of a matrix (N,M) (N=l-No, M=I-M'o)
according to the MLC structure. Let MkartN,M,L) denote showing the small rectangular area (on the isocenter plane) for
a section (N,M) ofa pair ofthin MLC-Ieaf plates (L). Then the in-air output factor can be calculated as

S('(MLC) = [H(Ajaw )- HML.C ]·OCRliOl,n:e(R)/ H(A~w = lOx 1O)IWCal"'''' (9)

with

Hittle = (J +01 'C;;",.)xt'tI.[l-TIeal-(N.M,L}]{Gr(A.4nf(N.M,L»+G"(AA",,,r(N,M.L»]' (10)
Lwl M~I N~I

(12)

(11)

Jnf~f------- - --------,
I :
I ,
I ,\A,..'iAlM.D I

2 3 1 4 IH" 1

1~ W ....;
l~ ::":~ .:::::- 5':' :::: :::: ---1 ~

~ , I ~
(e--a L...o I I (Bank-A l ..r.L ~

Gr(AAI<~rC\',M.L»: 1" I. exp[-R/ I(Ar /2)2}dS;,
;r(A.

1
f 2)- 51

G,.(dA'o:.r(N.M,L»: U
1

l 1. exp[-R//(ti,..i2)~ltJS;.,
;r(A.r 12)- s,.

where S'T be the common rectangular field on the x-ray target
plane, projected back from point P via the jaw collimator and via
the thin MLC-Ieaf for M1caf{N,M,L}; S'F be the common
rectangular area on the flattening filter plane, projected back from
point P via the jaw collimator and via the thin MLC-Ieaf plate for
AAIC'dt{N,lvf,L); RT is the distance between the x-ray target point
(Or) and the area element (dS'i); RF is the distance between the
rayline-dependent point (OF) and the area element (dS'F); R is the
ofl-center distance for point P, measured on the isocenter plane;
and T1caf(N,M,L) is the x-ray transmission factor for the rayline
passing through the middle point of the common rectangular area
projected back on the thin M LC-Ieaf plate with respect to S'T or Figure 4. Diagram showing how the matrix (N.M,L) is taken using

S'F (TlcatSl) (note that the rayline may be inside or outside the the fine structure MLC model.

jaw-collimator field).

l\1ethods and results

1

J.w-~ for II MV x-ra~'S

• M....re<ll..ittlpll..'om aMI brass Mi""11 QJI)
- CaInIlaud
,~~~:_c:·lctI~fltl~.5atI~~'...0.5

• Mnun418ll1lip!lll.,om a.d br... buildup cap)
(: 1'41
<: 1'41 I,""IH WUtwl

The experimental study was conducted using 4 and 10 MV x-ray beams from a linear accelerator (Varian, CL-2100c,
Mark II StandardMLC-80). The in-air measurement for jaw-collimator Sc(Ajaw) data was performed for square fields at
the isocenter using a 0.6-cmJ Farmer type ionization chamber, whose axis was arranged in parallel with the central axis.
The ionization chamber was inserted into a polystyrene mini-phantom (4 cm.) or brass buildup caps. When using the
mini-phantom, the ionization chamber was placed at a depth of 10 g/cm2

• The thicknesses of the brass buildup caps were
1.0 g/cm2 for 4 MV x-rays and 2.5 g/cm2 tor J0 MV x-rays. Figure 5 shows two sets of Sc data for (a) 4 MY x-rays and
(b) 10 MV x-rays. measured and calculated (Equation (4» at the isocenter. where the calculations were performed using
A:r=O.2857 cm, Ar2.533 em, 01=0.0015 em-I, and 02=0.0608 for 4 MV x-rays, and 1..,=0.2995 cm, Ar3.097 em.
0}=0.0015 em-I, and 02=0.083 for 10 MV x-rays; these sets of values were derived based on the measured sets ofScdata.
Regarding the 4 MV x-ray beams, the minimum and maximum deviations of the calculated values are -0. J8% to +0.17%
for Ajilw=t.5xL5 to 4Ox40 cm2

, -0.33% to +0.27% for Ajaw=l x l to 40x40 cm2
• Regarding the 10 MY x-ray beams, the

minimum and maximum deviations of the calculated values are -0.14% to +0.13% for Ajaw=1.9xl.9 to 40x40 cro2
,

-0.14% to +0.13% Sf Sf

for Ajaw=L3x 1.3 to 1.8 U

40x40 cm2
• It can be J....-sc ror'4 MV N.~li

understood that for
each of the 4 and 10
MV x-ray beams, the o.S
calculated Sl; values
agree well with the
measured one and

that both 4 and 10 Cl 28 3t 4' e 10 21 31
MY x-ray Sc curves Smt.n(IeId,...,,~...1 so••..,r.eI.hidelctnl

coincide well with Figure S. Sets of S, data al isocenlcr for jaw square fields for (a) 4 MV x-rays and (b) 10 MV x-rays, The dotted marks
each other. were mcasun.'d. The solid line was t:akulalcd assuming the x-ray target was an obscured source and the broken line

The broken lines in assuming the x-ray targel was a poinl wurce.

Figure 5 are calculated using Iq=O cm (the x-ray target source is assumed to be a perfect point source), showing very
different data f1"om the measured ones at small fields. Therefore, it can be understood that for points around field borders.
the in-air output calculation should not carried out using J.,=O CIll. It should be noted that sets of Sc(Ajaw) data measured
at different ofT-axis distances are almost the same with each other; this means that the above-described integrations can
be performed at any off·axis distance using a certain set of values for 1,,:1', j"h 01, and Oz.
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Ml.C field ~ "a(('&llated along line (b)

For calculation of Ticaf values (attenuation of the MLC Jeaf), we used sets of x-ray spectra as a functio~ of ofT-axis
distance (not shown in this paper). For an MLC irregular field with a jaw-collimator field ofAjaw=9 x9 cm- (Figure 6),
using the simple structure MLC model, we calculated how the in-air output factor (Sc) changes along lines (a) and (~) on
the isocenter plane (Figure 7). Also for an MLC irregular field with a jaw-collimator field of Ajaw= 12 x 12 cm-, we
calculated a two dimensional Sc distribution using the fine structure MLC model (Figure 8). However, the results are not

illustrated in this paper. & .. : ~r=~=====~======::-"l
(e. y ...~('h6crl

,....----nft--/T--, . MLC field S" ntkulated along line <a);

··_·····~·+====1Im=~;:::=j
i

I'
o ~-+-_-jx
.)

1 0_"; .....-..........•......... ...• ~.

_ /I :\I'. N".~ -- )0 }\.I\' 1""_)'$

-.... • .\t\. I·...n 0.5 c--._... -+__~--+-__----:4-=-M::..:."-=I--'-.ra=.;.YI~

n ~ _.~

c-----+lf-- - - -- .
•..... . i· . ......•..

I,
l-*;

For calculation of in-air outputs, we proposed a
two-Gaussian source model for the radiation sources of the Figure 8. Diagrdms showing an MLC structure with the rounded leafend
x-ray target and flattening filter. For calculation of in-air and tongue-groove views. For calculation of tile x-ray transmission for each

leaf. seven s(.'Clions of I-VB wt.-re takt.'1l in the leaf width directIon. The IJ
outputs for MLC fields, we further proposed a lea.t:field sl'Ction was funhcrdivided into 3 subsections (a-(;). Therefore. the final
outpul subtraction method, redesigning the MLC structure sl'Ctions were I(A), lIa(B). IIb(B).lIc(B), III{A).IV(CI+C2),

using (l) a simple structure MLC model and (2) a fine V(C1+D2+C2). VI(Cl+DHC2), and VI1(DI).

structure MLC model, by which the complex x-ray leakages from the rounded leaf end and tongue-groove sides of the
actual MLC leaf could be taken into account. It has been found that the two-Gaussian source model was effective
especially in the neighborhood of the radiation field border.

Conclusions

Figure 6. Gcnmctry of an MLC (a) U (b) L
irregular fIeld with a jaw field of lu,l--_-!"'!'j~ ---:~··---\-...;.=;.:_::_":_--'UL..--~-......J~·:...--___:~-...;;·:::::!~-"'='=---J
A~,..=9x9 cm!. MLC·S< calculations -5.' _ff-<flater~~t.nee (CID) 5.& ·S.8 Off-<ttltff°:S..au (t..) S.lI
",:erc performed along lines (a) and
(h). Figure 7. Two sels ofMLC-S.dalil calculated along (a) line (ll) and (b) line (b) in Figure 6.

The in-air output distribution has very fine variations and
they are very difficult to be measured accurately, so that
whether these types of in-air output distributions are
reasonable should be checked using in-phantom dose
assessment. The leal-jield output subn'action method may
improve the accuracy of convolution dose calculation
especially for IMRT (intensity modulated radiation
therapy).
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Introduction of an off-axis collimator scatter factor (SC) and a source off-center ratio
(OCRsource) for calculation of off-axis in-air outputs

F Komai*, A Iwasaki, S Kimura, M Seino, M Sasamori
Hirosaki University, Hirosaki, Aomon, JP

Purpose: When using convolution methods, it is important to obtain an in-air output distribution for a given open
jaw-coUimator field. We propose a method for calculating the otT-axis in-air output. The flattening filter is so
designed that the in-air output may increase with the off-axis distance. Methods and results: We introduce an off
axis coUimator scatter factor (Sc) and a source off-center ratio (OCRsoo,") for calculating off-axis in-air outputs. The
off-axis Sc factor is remade using the jaw-collimator factor (Hjaw) proposed by Zhu and Bjamgard~ expressing the in
air output variation caused by setting the jaw collimators in an infinite field. The OCRsotlrce expresses the in-air
output variation with the off-axis distance at an infinite jaw-collimator field. We calculate the in-air output as a
product of the off-axis Sc factor and the OC~l:"' The study was carried out using open jaw-collimator fields of a
linear accelerator producing 4 and 10 MV x-rays. For evaluation of the Rjaw factor we took the x-ray target as a
small obscure radiation source and the flattening filter as a large obscure radiation source. It was assumed that each
of the radiation sources had a Gaussian lateral spread. The R law factor expression was rebuilt based on Sc factor data
measured at isocenter. The OC~ was evaluated by taking into account both the off-axis Sc factor and the otT
axis spectral change for in-air dose data measured along a transversal line across a jaw..colJimator field using an
ionization chamber with an acrylic buildup cap. It has been found that the OCR.source increases with the otT-axis
distance, showing the off-axis in-air output variation caused by the design of the flattening filter and that taking into
account the off-axis spectra] change for deriving OC~,n:e data is effective when using buildup caps of high Z
materials.

NOTES:
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Introduction

In order to calculate the dose at a point in a medium irradiated by high-energy photoJ'1Sy the convolution method utilizes the
primary photon beam intensity in the medium as a parameter along each rayline emanating from the source. It is fundamental to
obtain in-air output data on a plane for a given open field formed by the jaw collimator system. FOT calculation of the off-axis
in-air output, we propose to use an otT-axis collimator scatter factor (Sd and a source off-center ratio (OC~).The off-axis
Sc factor is remade using the jaw-collimator factor (Jlj&w) proposed by by Zhu and Bjmngard {I], expressing the in-air output
variation caused by setting the jaw collimators in an infinite field. This time, the Hy.w factor is evaluated using a Gaussian
source model for each of the flattening filter and the x-ray target. The OCR.,lII'Ct expresses the in-air output variation with the
off-axis distance in an infinite jaw-collimator field, showing the off-axis in-air output variation caused by the design of the
flattening filter. We calculate the off-axis in-air output as a product ofthe otT-axis Sc factor and the OCRaourc:e.

Theory

The theoretical study is carried out using open jaw-collimator fields that are rectangular in shape. As in figure 1, we calculate
the in-air output (OP) at an arbitrary point (Xo,Yo) on the isocenter plane for a given jaw-collimator field (Ao) measured at the
isocenter. The origin 0 of the orthogonal Xo and Yo coordinates is set at the isocenter. Then the off-axis distance for point (Xo,Yo)
is Ro={Xo'2+Yo '2)1/2 on the isocenter plane.

The OCRrowa: is defined as the ratio of the in-air output at point (Xo, }'O) to that at the origin 0 using an imaginary infinite
jaw.collimator field. We can usually take it symmetrical with respect to the central axis. In this paper, we put it as a function of
off-axis distance (Ro); namely, OCRlOurl~(O)=1 for Ro=O. The Hjaw factor is reconstructed using the concept of Zhu and Bjlmgard
[1]. It expresses the in-air output variation caused by setting the jaw collimator in an infinite field. We take the x-ray target
(including the primary collimator) as a small obscure radiation source and the flattening filter as a large obscure radiation source,
assuming that each of the radiation sources has a Gaussian lateral spread. First, without taking into account the effect of the
monitor-backscatter from the jaw collimator for the monitor unit (MU), we calculate the in-air output at the center of a large
jaw-coUimator field as unity from the x·ray target and as 0'2 from the flattening filter. Second. using the off-axis Sc factor
defined as a ratio of two HJBw factors with a monitor-backscatter coefficient (al) and using the ~UIU>we calculate the in-air
output (OP) at point (Xo,Yo) as follows:

OP(Xo.}'o;Ao); Sc(Xo.}'o;Ao )><OCR.-ee(Ro). (I)

where
(2)

with
(3)

(4)

(5)

The area (ST) is taken at the x-ray target plane, and the area (Sf) at the flattening filter plane that is situated at the bottom of the
flattening filter. Rr is the distance between the origin Or and the area element (dSr), and Ar /2 is the effective radius ofthe x-ray
target. RI-' is the distance between the origin OF and the area element (dSF), and Ap 12 is the effective radius of the extended
source of photons on the flattening filter plane. In Eq. (3), the monitor-backscatter factor (l+0] .c;'l) is calculated using the
side (<;J) of the equivalent square field for the jaw-collimator field (Ao). Note that the Hp.w factor ofEq. (3) becomes infinite
for~ =«> and zero fOT c:' =0; therefore, the off-axis Sc factor cannot be normalized at an infinite field nor at zero field.
Accordingly, the off-axis Sc factor is normalized using a reference field of lOx 10 cm2

, setting the center of the reference field at

point (Xo.Yo). It can be seen that the in-air output (OP) at the isocenter for Ao=lOxlO cm2 is calculated as unity. The off-axis Sc
factor can also be defined as

Sc(Xo,Y();Ao) =Op(xll, Yo; Ao )lOP(Xo,Yo;lOxlO). (6)

It can be seen from Eqs. (3)-(5) that the off-axis Sc factor should not depend on the measuring point (Xo,Yo) and that the
constants of AT, AF, 01, and 02 can be determined based on measurable off-axis Sc data at any point (Xo,Yo).
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For evaluation of OCR.ooflle data by measurement, we take a case in which a typical ionization chamber with a buildup cap is
irradiated in free air. Then it can be understood that the in-air chamber reading (K:ap) virtually reflects the in-air collision kerms
defined using the buildup cap material. Here both points (Xo.Yo) and (0.0) should be inside a jaw~co11imator field (Ao) and the
center of the jaw-collimator field (Ao) should coincide \\ith point (0,0). We introduce a factor ofOC~ for point (Xo.l'o), which
isdefmed as

(7)

(9)

It should be noted that theOC~ is measurable. We also introduce a factor ofOCRWlllCf for point (Xo,Yo) that is evaluated using
the water collision kenna (K'II8ter). which is defined as

OCR_tcr(Xo.Yo;Ao) = KWlItcr(Xo.Yo;Ao)1 Kwatcr(O,O;Ao). (8)

By taking into account the off-axis spectral difference at points (Xo,Yo) and (0.0) for the OCRcap and OCRwaser functions, the
relationship between the two OCR factors becomes

!:qlo(O;EJAEi[~(E.~)1p}..p !qlo(~;EI)6£,lJJr,,(E,)1 p].._

OCR.....c,(Xo,Yo;Ao)=OC~~(Xo.Yo;Au)x i': x-:.x;;;.I--------
L'f'o(Ro;~)MI[JJea(E,)!Pk. L'Po(O;E/)AEi[#ln(E,)!pJ.-..
f&} i-I

where 'fU(Ro;E:'I) expresses the energy fluence for photon energy £, and energy bin width M i (i=l-i_) at an off-axis distance of
Ro""(Xo2+yo2)1l2. Note that the OCR_tet function is derived without taking into account the photon attenuation within the buildup
cap. Using the Hjaw factor. the OCR_er for an imaginary infinite field can be calculated as

. Hja....(O,O;Ao)
OC~ter(XO.Yo;<X»=OCR"._(Xo.y()~Ao)x .

. Hjaw(Xo.Yo;At!)

We put OCR.oma,(Ro)=OCR.......er(Xo,Yo;oo) using Ro=(Xo2-t Yo2)J12, then we have OCR..mrce(O)=l for Ro=O.

l\-Jetbods and results

(10)

The experimental study was conducted using a linear accelerator (Mitsubishi EXL-15DP) producing 4 and 10 MY x-rays. Sets
of energy fluence spectra [\)Io(.Ro;E,)] as a function of off-axis distance (Ro) were estimated using the Waggener~lwasaki

iterative perturbation method [2]. Figure 2 shows sets of (a) 4 MV and (b) 10 MV photon fluence spectra (<1>0) using a
relationship of<Po(Ro;Ei)=,¥o(Ro;E,)Mll:.i. where we normalize the photon t1uence spectrum (4)0) for each off~axis distance (Ro)
as

'2: <PQ(Ro;E,)::: 1.
1",1

(11)

This is becau.o;e such a normalized photon fluence spectrum (<1>0) can be clearly emphasized as a function of off-axis distance
(Ro). The fact has been obtained that the logarithm of the nonnalized photon fluence spectrum (<1>0) at each energy bin is almost
proportional to the off-axis distance (Ro).

For each of the x~ray beams, the Sc factor was tneaslU'ed at the isocenter (Xo==Yo=() using a lead buildup cap and acrylic
mini-phantoms of2 and 4 em.p. The lead buildup cap was useful for measuring Sc data at small fields. Figure 3 shows sets ofSc
data for the (a) 4 MY and (b) ) 0 MY x~raybeams, where the plotted marks were measured. Two sets of AT, AF' Ot. and 02 values
were derived based on the plotted marks as APO.394 em, 1.,.=2.354 em, 01= 0.000910 em-I, and 02 =0.0506 for the 4 MV x-ray
beam and APO.368 em, Ap=3.335 em, Qt=().OOO573 em-I. and 02 =0.0621 for the 10 MY x~ray beam. The solid Jines in figure
3 were drawn using Eq. (2) with the corresponding sets of AT, f..-F. 01. and 02 values. As may be seen from figure 3, both Sc lines
almost coincide with each other.

For measurement ofOCRap data for each of the x~ray beams with a jaw-collimator field ofAo=40x40 cm2
• we used a typical

thimble chamber with an acrylic buildup cap whose thickness was enough to avoid electron contamination for chamber readings.
Figure 4 shows OCR:ap data using Eq. (7) (in dotted marks). OCR-ter data using Eq. (10) (in white circles), and OC~t: data
smoothed for an infinite field (in solid curves) as a function of off-axis distance (Ro) for the (a) 4 MV and (b) 10 MV x-ray
beams. It can be seen that each of the OCR...ource curves generally increases with the off~axis distance (Ro). It can also be seen
that the differences between OCR:1p and OCR"",er data are small except at large off-axis distances. This fact indicates that the
difference between [~(Ei)lP]cap and [~(,EI)/P]_ler values for each energy bin in Eq. (9) is small when using acrylic buildup
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caps. However, when using lead buildup caps, the differences between OCRctp and OCRWlI1er data are large (not shown in this
paper). Therefore. it can be understood that taking into account the otf*axis spectral change for deriving OCRSOOIU data is
effective when using buildup caps ofhigh Z materials.

Conduslon

We have developed a method of calculating o:ff*axis iD*air outputs for open jaw*collimator fields using an o1f..axis
coJIirnator scatter factor (Sc) and a S01.U"CC off·center ratio (OCRlIOUICc} The off-axis Sc factor is remade using the
jaw-collimator factor (Hjtw) proposed by Zhu and Bjlimgard [1]. expressing the in-air output variation caused by setting the
jaw collimators in an infinite field The OCR.ource expresses the in-air output variation with the off-axis distance at an
infinite jaw-coHimator field The study was carried out using open jaw-collimator fields of a linear accelerator. For
evaluation of the Hjaw factor we took the x·ray target as a small obscure radiation S01.U"ce and the flattening filter as a large
obscure radiation source. It was assumed that each of the radiation sources had a Gaussian lateral spread The Hi- factor
expression was rebuilt based on Sc factor data measured at isocenter. TIle OCR-.ce was evaluated by taking into account
both the Sc factor and the off-axis spectral change for in-air dose data measured along a transversal line across a
jaw-collimator field using an ionization chamber with an acrylic buildup cap. The following results were obtained for 4 and
10 MY x-rays: (l) The OCR-.n;c generally increases with the off-axis distance (showing the in-air output variation caused
by the design of the flattening filter). (2) Taking inlo account the off-axis spectral change for deriving OCRsource data is
effective when using buildup caps ofhigh Z materials.
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Proposals to Improve the accuracy of convolution-based dose calculation

A Iwasaki·, S Kimura, M Seino, F Komai, M Sasamori
Hirosaki University, Hirosaki, Aomori, JP

The present convolution methods have two serious problems: One is that only one dose kernel constructed using a certain x
ray spectrum for a given accelerating voltage is employed; therefore. the dose kernel hardening effect along each rayline is
raised. The other is that the incident x-ray spectrum as a function of off-axis is not verified by measurement for each linear
accelerator; therefore, the primary beam intensity along each rayline may happen to be evaluated inaccurately. Iwasaki (2006)
has developed a method for estimating high-energy x-ray spectra using only about ten energy bins. The method can estimate a
set of spectra as a function of off-axis distance using a common set of energy bins. It has been found that the method can
estimate spectra guaranteed for all Z materials usually used in high-energy x-ray radiotherapy. In order to improve the
accuracy of dose calculation due to the convolution methods, we propose algorithms (a) to use a set of spectra as a function of
off-axis distance using a common set of only about ten energy bins, (b) to use of multiple dose kernels constructed for a
common set of energy bins, (c) to calculate the primary beam intensity for open jaw-collimator fields, and (d) to calculate the
primary beam intensity for MLC fields, introducing a le.af-field output subtraction method.

NOTES:
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Introduction

The convolution dose calculation method is one of the model-based approaches. It is convenient for 3-D calculations, especially
when using irregular fields with a non-unifonn incident beam intensity. The technique spatially convolves the primary x-ray
intensity with the dose kernel in media that describes the transport and energy deposition by secondary particles. Dose kernels
for materials different from water are usually reproduced from the in-water dose kernel using the density-scaling theorem [I}.

Iwasaki [2,3] has reported a method for estimating x-ray spectra applicable for media at least from water to lead using only
about ten energy bins (the computer soft is available at Synthetic Planning Industry Co., Ud. at HK Bldg 3"'~ 2-21-10
Nishiogi-minami, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167-0053, Japan; website: www.spi-sys.co.jp; e-mail address:info@..spi-sys.co.jp).Using
a common set of energy bins, the spectrum can be estimated as a function of ofT-axis distance. Therefore, using spectra of this
kind. we can practically perform convolution-based dose calculations based on multiple pairs of dose kernel and primary beam
intensity constructed for the energy bins. In this case, we do not need to take into account kernel hardening and beam hardening
phenomena tOr dose calculations [4,5]. In order to improve the accuracy of convolution-based dose calculation, this paper
proposes some important techniques regarding (a) use of spectra as a function of off-axis distance. (b) use of multiple dose
kernels, (c) calculation of the primary beam intensity tor open jaw-collimator fields, and (d) calculation of the primary beam
intensity for MLC tields.

Proposals

A. Use of spectra as a function of off-axis distance

When using convolution dose calculation methods, information on the x-ray spectrum as a function of off-axis distance is very
important for accurate da)e calculations. This is because they calculate the dose on the basis of primary beam intensity data
along each rayline. Especially when an x-ray beam penetrates through a wedge or compensator made of a high Z material like
lead, both the spectrum and primary beam intensity variations are generally great.

The Wagb~ner-Jwasaki iterative perturbation method [2.3] enables us to estimate sets of photon fluence spectra ($0) as a
function of ofT-axis distance (Ro) using a common set of only about ten representative photon energies. Figure I shows an
example from a 10 MV x-ray linear accelerator, where the photon fluence spectrum ($0) at each off-axis distance (Ro) is
normalized as

i rnax
~ <1>o(Ro;Ei ) =1,
i=-}

(I)

where £, is th~ representative photon energy of the ith energy bin. It has been found that the normalized photon fluence
spectrum «(1)0) can be clearly emphasized as a function ofoff-axis distance (Ro), The fact has been obtained that the logarithm of
the normalized photon fluence spectrum (<1>0) at each energy bin is almost proportional to the off-axis distance (Ro).

1.0E+{)(1 r----...,....--.....,..---r----..,---.....,..----,

2.0 4.0 6.0

Energy (MeV)

8.0 lO.O 12.0
Figure L Sets of 10 MV photon fluence spectra
(<lJo) as a function ofoff-axis distance (Ro).

B. Use of multiple dose kernels

The in-water dose kernels used for convolution methods are usually produced using Monte Carlo simulation with the interaction
point fOrced to the center of a large water phantom [6-9]. However, it is still not clear whether such Monte Carlo-based kernels
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allow accurate dose calculations with a wide range of field sizes and depths, especially in thorax phantoms. Using the
differential primary and scalter concept, Iwasaki [10-12] has proposed another type of in-water dose kernel, with which
perfectly accurate primary and scatter dose can be recalculated under conditions that the beam is parallel, the incident beam
intensity is uniform within and zero outside the field, and the primary beam attenuation coefficient along raylines is not a
function of depth and off-axis distance. In a sense, this type of in-water dose kernel is a mosaic dose kernel because it is
reconstructed using a set of semi-infinite water phantoms.

Figure 2 shows the geometry for obtaining a mosaic dose kernel: (a) HI (f"r;E;) expresses the forward primary or scatter dose at a
point (!;,r), arising from the E; photon pencil-beam interaction point 0 (l;=O,r=O) situated on the phantom surface, per unit
primary water collision kerma per unit volume at point 0; and (b) HZ(Tl,r.E;) expresses the backward primary or scatter dose at a
point (l1,r) on the phantom surface, arising from the E; photon pencil-beam interaction point 0 (l1=Q,r=O) situated at a depth
11 below the phantom surface, per unit primary water collision kerma per unit volume at point O. With respect to the Hlff,,r,Ei)
and H2(l1r,Ei) functions, we can obtain H}(0,r;E1)=H2(Or,E;) for ~~O and 11~. We should make dose kernels for a common
set ofenergy bins of the x-ray spectrum.

l"""~
j ......A
;

·-·t
~ ,

~ '-...., i

tf----~i :f.#.....t.L~

i

~h":~M4Irbt

iM.,,J,

Figure 2. Diagrams showing how
(a) the H,(S,r,E;) function and (b)
the lh(l1,r;E;) function should be
used in water for a given E; photon
pencil-beam. where the interaction
point is situated at point O.

The primary or scatter dose for each of the representative photon energies (E; for ;=I-;lJIlll) is calculated using its primary
intensity along each rayline and its primary or scatter dose kernel. On referring to figure 3 showing an irradiation for a
homogeneous water phantom, the primary dose at point P from the volume elements (L1v) at points (S,r) and (l1,r) for the whole
energy bins (i= I -imax) can be calculated as

Dpnm=!Hprim(~,r,Ej).Ktol~,r,E,)·<.\,,+! Hprim(fl,r,~)·Kco~t"J.r,E,)of'iv. (2)
i~ ;~

Similarly, the scatter dose at point P can be calculated as

Lkot""! H~.~~.r;Ei)·Kco~~,r,Er)·&>+! H!lCaJ,.,.r,E,)·Kcu~t"J.r;E,)·&',
i~ 1;1

(3)

Figure 3. Diagram showing how the primary or
scatter dose at point P from the volume elements
(Ltv) at points (s,r) and (l1,r) can be calculated
within a homogeneous water phantom.

The primary and scatter dose calculations are perfonned using the primary and scatter dose kernels [Hprnn<~r:.E;), H~T),r;E;),

JfscatCc,.r:E,), and Hsclll(l1.r;E;)] applied to the primary water collision kerma [Kcnl(s,r;E;) and Kcol(l1,r,E;)] for each of the
representative photon energies (E;) along each rayl inc.

We produced two kinds of in-water primary dose kernels (with voxel sizes of O.5x0.5 mm2
) in water for 10 MeV photons using

Monte Carlo simulation. As illustrated in figure 4, one was (a) an ordinary primary dose kernel with the interaction ~nt forced
lo the center ofa large water phantom (the dose kernel value at the voxel of the photon interaction point 0 is 87.6 cm-3

) and (b)
a mosaic primary dose kernel (the dose kernel value at the voxel of the photon interaction point 0 is 42.5 cm-1

). It has been
found lhat around the photon interaction point, the mosaic dose kernel takes much lower dose values than the ordinary dose
kernel (the details are not clearly shown in the diagrams); however, at points far from the photon interaction point, the mosaic
dose kernel and the ordinary dose kernel take almost the same dose values. This fact may lead to severe dose calculation
differences depending on which dose kernel is used, especially for thorax irradiations with sma)) fields. Actually, the fact has
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been obtained that the mosaic dose kernel can generally perform more accurate dose calculations in water than the ordinary dose
kernel when the field is very small (less than a radius ofabout 0.5 em for 10 MeV photons).
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Figure 4. (a) An ordinary
primary dose kernel and (b)
a mosaic primary dose
kernel for monochromatic 10
MeV photons, produced
using Monte Carlo
simulation.

C. Calculation ortbe primary beam intensity for open jaw-coUimator fields

In order to calculate the dose at a point in a medium irradiated by x ra~ from a linear accelerator, the convolution method
utiJizes the primary beam intensity in the medium as a parameter along each rayline emanating from the source. Therefore, it is
fundamental to obtain iD*air output data on a plane for a given open rectangular field formed by the jaw collimator s~tem For
calculation of the in-air output, we propose a method to use a jaw-collimator factor (Rjaw) and a source otT-center ratio
(OCReoun:e). The Hjl., factor expresses the in-air output variation caused by setting the jaw collimator in an infinite field, as
proposed by Zhu and Bjarngard [13J. It is evaluated using a Gaussian source model for each of the flattening filter and the x-ray
target, taking into account the monitor-backscatter effect for the monitor unit (MU). The OCR-FCC expresses the in-air output
variation with the off-axis distance in an imaginary infinite jaw-collimator field, showing the in-air output variation caused by
the design of the flattening filter. We finally calculate the in-air output as a product of the OCRsource and the off-axis collimator
scatter factor (Sd derived using Hjaw factors. Figure 5 shows an OCRsoura: curve for a 10 MV x-ray beam from a linear
accelerator.
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Figure 5. OCRsolln% data (in solid line) f<r an infinite field as a
function of off-axis distance (Ro) for a 10 MV x-ray beam. Sets
of OCRCBJI data (in dotted marks) and OCRwatcr data (in white
circles) used for deriving theOC~ data are also illustrated.

D. CakuJation or the primary beam intensity for MLC faelds

In order to calculate the in-air output for multileafcollimator (MLC) fields, we introduce a leaf-field output subtraction method,
in which the following calculation techniques are used:

(a) A two-Gaussian-source model is used for calculating the in-air output, taking the x-ray target and the flattening filter as
output sources.

(b) Beam attenuation due to the MLC is calculated using x-ray spectra as a function of off-axis distance.
(c) The source off-center ratio (OCR.,urce) is introduced, showing the off-axis in-air output variation caused by the design of the

flattening filter.
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The basic constants in the two-Gaussian-source model can be derived based on colJimator scatter factor (Sc) data measured at
jaw-collimator fields. Figure 6 shows 4 and )0 MV x-ray in-air output distributions along line (a) across an MLC field at a
jaw-collimator field of Ao=9x9 cm2

• The in-air output distribution has very fine variations and they are very difficult to be
measured correctly. so that whether these types of in-air output distributions are reasonable should be checked using irrphantom
dose assessment. The leaf-field output subtraction method may improve the accuracy of convolution dose calculation especially
for IMRT (intensity modulated radiation therapy).
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....... MV ll~I"!.W

In-air output dJstributJons along line (a)
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Figure 6. In-air output distributions along line (a) across an MLC field at a jaw-collimator field ofAo=9x9 cm2 for 4 and 10 MV
x-ray beams.

Summary

In order to improve the accuracy of convolution dose calculation. we proposed algorithms (a) to use a set of spectra as a
function of off-axis distance using a common set of only about ten energy bins. (b) to use of multiple dose kernels constructed
for a common set of energy bins, (c) to calculate the primary beam intensity for open jaw-collimator fields, and (d) to calculate
the primary beam intensity for MLC fields, introducing a leaf:'field output subtraction method.
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Monte Carlo simulation for constructing dose kernels based on the differential dose concept
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Purpose: The in·water dose kernels used for convolution methods are usually produced by Monte Carlo simulation
with the interaction point forced to the center of a large water phantom. However, it is still not clear whether such
Monte Carlo based dose kernels allow accurate dose calculations with a wide range of field sizes and depths,
especially in thorax phantoms. Using the differential dose concept~ it has been theoretically proved that there is
another type of in-water dose kernel. with which perfectly accurate dose calculations can be performed under
conditions that the beam is parallel, the incident beam intensity is uniform within and zero out~ide the field, and the
primary beam attenuation coefficient along raylines is not a function of depth and ofT·axis distance. The in-water
dose kernel is a mosaic kernel because it is reconstructed using a set of semi-infinite water phantoms. Methods and
Results: Using Monte Carlo simulations for a monochromatic 10 MeV photon pencil beam irradiation, we
constructed two types of in-water dose kernels: one was an ordinary dose kernel constructed using an infinite water
phantom and the other was a mosaic dose kernel reconstructed using a set of semi-infinite water phantoms. Using a
convolution method, we calculated two sets of central-axis depth doses in water using the two dose kernels for
parallel I()"MeV photon beam irradiations with field radii of 0.1·5 em. On the other hand, using a Monte Carlo
simulation for the same irradiations, we also calculated sets of central-axis depth doses in water. The fact has been
obtained that the mosaic dose kernel can generally perform more accurate dose calculations than the ordinary dose
kernel, especially when using such small field radii as 0.1 or 0.2 em.

NOTES:
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Introduction

Photon beam dose calculation algorithms in radiotherapy treatment planning systems are slowly changing, with a shift from
correction-based methods to model-based approaches such as the convolutic..m or Monte Carlo methods. With respect to the
available dosimetTy algorithms, only the Monte Carlo method is cWTently able to account for all aspects of photon and eleetroll
transport within homogeneous or heterogeneous media. Monte Carlo simulations represent a powerful tool for studying difficult
radiation transport problems such as the effect of tissue heterogeneity and the separation of primary and scatter dose components.
However, Monte Carlo techniques are currently too time consuming for conventional radiotherapy treatment planning.

Convolution methods are also able to calculate primary and scatter dose components separately and are convenient foc 3-D
calculations, especially when using irregular fields and nOll-lmiform incident beams. The technique spatially convolves the
primary beam intensity with a dose kernel that describes the transport and energy deposition by secondary particles. The basic
dose kernel (or the in-water dose kernel) is usually produced by Monte Carlo simulation with the interaction point forced to the
center of a large water phantom [1-5]. However, it is still not clear whether such Monte Carlo based kernels allow accurate dose
calculations with a wide range of field sizes and depths, especially in thorax phantoms. Iwasaki [6] has pointed out that the
in-water dose kernel should not be yielded with the interaction point forced to the center of a large water phantom, but rather
should be yielded using a set of semi-infinite water phantoms on the basis of the di fferential dose concept [7.8}. In this paper, we
will construct these two types of in-water dose kernels using Monte Carlo simulation. and then compare them from tbe
standpoint ofconvolution-based and Monte Carlo-based dt"Pth dose in water.

Theory

This theory is redescribed on referring to Ref. 6. As illll"trated in figure I, we take a semi-infinite water phantom and a parallel
photon beam with a circular field with a radius of R. We assume that the incident beam intensity is uniform within and zero
outside the field and that the primary beam attenuation coefficient (!!) along raylines is not a function of depth and off-axis
distance. For the primary beam intensity to be convolved ",.--ith a dose kernel, we take the primary water collision kenna [9].1:t
Ko denote an incident water collision kerma, then the primary water collision kerma at a depth Z within the field can be
expressed as

K(Z) =K uexp(-J.Ll). (I)

We set a point 0 on the beam axis, al which the primary or scatter dose is evaluated. We define F(Z,R) as the primary or scatter
dose at the point 0, which is at a depth Z for the field radius R. Figure I also shows the case ofacquiring F(Z+dZ,R) at the pOli
0, which is at a depth Z+dZ. Mathematically, we can expand this as

F(Z +dZ,R) =F(Z,R)+cF(Z,R)/ OUZ. (2)

Here we introduce a forward primary or scatter dose kernel function Ht(Z,r), expressing the primary or scatter dose at the poili
O. arising from a point (Z,r) on the incident surface per unit primary water collision kerma and per unit volwne at (Z,r). Ifthe
HI(Z,r) function is taken for the dose calculation, it can be understood that F(Z+clZ.R) is composed of two components whm
neglecting the primary or scatter dose caused by the interaction between the dZ layer and the phantom yielding F(Z,R).~ is
the primary or scatter dose produced by the incident primary water collision kenna of Koexp(-~Z) for the phantom yieidiJJg
F(Z,R)cxp(-~. The other is the primary or scatter dose arising from the dZ layer. Namely, we have

F(Z +dZ,R):: F(Z,R)exp(-JldZ)+ 21rKodZ [H\(Z,r)rdr. (3)

In the equation constructed by letting the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2) and (3) be equal to each other, we make
exp(-}JdZ)=I-JUiZ and then di fferentiate both sides with respect to R, to obtain

H\(Z,R) =[c2F{Z,R)! iJZcR + peF(Z, R)l 8RJ/(2n:RKo}. (4)

It should be noted that 1l1(Z,R) is evaluated for the point situated at the margin of the circular beam field on the phantom
surface.

Next. we summarize the forward primary or scatter dose kernel function with a backward primary or scatter dose kernel
function. With respect to the two semi-infinite water phantoms illustrated in figure 2, (a) HJ(~r) expresses the forward primary
or scatter dose at a point (~,r), arising from the pencil-beam interaction point 0 (~=O.r=O) situated on the phantom surface, per
unit primary water collision kerma per unit volume at point 0; and (b) H2(Tl,r) expresses the backward primary or seatter
absorbed dose at a point (T],r) on the phantom surface, arising from the pencil-beam interaction point 0 (TFO,r=O) situated ata
depth T] below the phantom surtace, per unit primary water collision kenna per unit volume at point O. With respect to the
1I1(~,r) and J-h(T},r) functions, we can obtain H t(O,r)=H2(O,r) for ~-+O and 11-+0.

Using the above HI(~,r) and Jh(T\,r) functions, we can derive f1.Z,R) of figure 1 as
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F(Z. R) = 27CKorrHI (~. r)exp[ -J1(Z - ~ )]rdrd~ + 21rKor!H2 (1J. r)exp[ -J1(Z + 1] ))rdrd l1 (5)

The right-hand side of Eq. (5) describes a convolution expression. The first and second terms express the forward and backward
dose components, respectively.. at the point O. It can also be proved using Eq. (5) itself that the second tcrm is exactly equal to
J10,R)exp(-~.

From the above-described theoretical considerations. it may be suggested that for performing more accurate dose calculations..
the basic dose kernels (or the in-water dose kernels) used for convolution methods should not be obtained with the interaction
point forced to the center of a large water phantom.

The approach employing the HI(~r) function for scatter dose calculations is essentially the same as the differential scatter
method [7,8]. The method of using the J-"(~.r) and 1/z(TJ,r) functions for calculation of 10 MV x-ray primary and scatter doses
has already been developed by Iwasaki [10], where the primary dose kernel is constructed based on the zerOwarea TMR
(tissue-maximum ratio) and the LSD (laterally spread primary dose) function, and the scatter dose kernel is constructcd based
on the SMR (scatter-maximum ratio).

Monte Carlo simulation

In-water dose kernels and central-axis depth doses in water were simulated using monochromatic E-MeV photons.The EGS4
Me code was used for the simulations. The separation of the primary and the scatter dose was performed using Subroutine
AUSGAB. Regarding Monte Carlo-based dose kernels yielded using an infinite or semi-infinite water phantom (refer to figure
2), let Hi\K.{~,r) denote the forward primary or scatter dose (Gy) at point (~r) per primary photon interaction at point 0, and let
Hf<l1,r) denote the backward primary or scatter dose (Gy) at point (ll.r) per primary photon interaction at point 0; therefore,
their units are Gy/interaction. Regarding the Hd~,r) and Ih(ll,r) functions, each ofthemex~ressesthe primary or scatter dose
(Gy) at r:.int (~r) or (TJ,r) per unit primary watercolJision kenna (Gy) per unit volwne (em ) at point 0; therefore, their units
are cm- . The relations between HtK'(';,r)and HI(~,r) and between H;IC'(,."r) and lh(ll,r) become as follows:

1I1(.;,r)=I/~(~,r)/Ks (cm-\ (6)

H2(1J,r)=H~1C(,."r)/Ks (cm-\ (7)

(8)

where E is the primary photon energy in MeV, (/len(E)IP)WlIter is the mass energy absorption coefficient (cm2/g) of water for
photon energy E, and /l(£).....\1:1 is the linear attenuation coefficient (em-I) ofwater for photon energy E. Ks expresses the primary
water collision kenna (Oy) to raise one primary photon interaction per unit volume (emJ

) at point O.

Results and summary

Experiments were performed using monochromatic photons of£=10 MeV. The (/len(E)/P)"'lIlcr and /l(E)Wlltcr values were obtained
from Hubbell [II]. We constructed two types of in-water dose kernels (Gy/interaction) using Monte Carlo simulations and
converted them to in-water dose kernels (cm-3

) of Eqs. (6) and (7), where the voxcl si7..es were 0.5x0.5 mm2
. One was the

primary dose kernel (or the ordinary dose kernel) yielded with an interaction point forced to the center of a large water phantom,
as shown in figure 3(a) (the dose kernel value at the voxcl of the photon interaction point 0 is 87.6 cm-\ The other was the
mosaic primary dose kernel yielded using a set of semi-infinite water phantoms, as shown in figure 3(b) (the dose kernel value
at the ',luxel of the photon interaction point 0 is 42.5 cm-\ Both primary dose distributions around the photon interaction point
oare largely different with each other; however, both primary dose distributions far from the photon interaction point 0 are
almost the same.

Three types of primary dose calculations were perfonned in water along the central axis for field radii of R=0.I-5 em, with an
incident primary water collision kerma of Ko=I.131 xIO-9 Gy (refer to figure I): one was yielded directly based on Monte Carlo
simulation, another was yielded using Eq. (5) with the ordinary dose kernel in fib'UTC 3(a). and still another was yielded using Eq.
(5) with the mosaic dose kernel in figure 3(b). It should be noted that at this stage, the convolution dose calculation was simply
perfonned using the avenlge dose value itself of each voxel. Figure 4 illustrates results for (a) R=Q.I em. (b) 0.2 em, (c) R=O.5
em, and (d) R=5 cm.

From the results in figure 4, it can be seen that the mosaic dose kernel can b'enerally perfOrm more accurdte dose calculations
than the ordinary dose kernel. The details are as follows:
(a) At the field radii of R=0.5 em and R=5 em, both the ordinary and mosaic dose kernels leads to almost the same calculation
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results, which arc almost the same calculation resuils as with the Monte Carlo simulation.
(b) At the field radii of R=O.I em and R=O.2 cm~ the mosaic dose kernel leads to more accurate dose calculations in relatively

deep regions than the ordinary dose kernel does, when comparing their calculation results with that due to the Monte Carlo
simulation.

(c) At the field radius ofR=O.1 em. the mosaic dose kemellead~ to dose calculation results slightly different from those due to
the Monte Carlo simulation. There are also cases in which at shallow depths, the mosaic dose kernel leads to dose
calculation results slightly different from those due to the Monte Carlo simulation. These facts may be caused by the
convolution dose calculation technique ofsimply using the averagc dose value itself for each voxeJ.

(d) There are cases in which at shallow depths, the mosaic dose kernel leads to dose calculation results somewhat different
from those due to the Monte Carlo simulation.

TherefOre, it can be understood that the mosaic dose kernel may lead to more accurate dose calculation results in thorax
phantoms when using small fields (however, it is still not continued experimentally). This paper perfonns convolution dose
calculations only using monochromatic 10 MeV photons. In the future, we will study u.."ing other monochromatic photons and
x~ray beams composed of multiple spectral energy bins. The idea of using very small fields of R<0.5 cm may be useful for
evaluation criteria of dose calculations due to the MLC interleaf x-ray transmission and tor evaluation criteria of convolution
dose calculations especially jor IMRT (intcnsity modulated radiation therapy).
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Figure 1. Using a semi-infinite water phantom, F(Z,R) and F(Z+d2.r) are defined as the primary or scatter absorbed doses at the
point 0 at depths Z and Z+dZ, respectively, on the beam axis {or a paranel photon beam irradiation with a field radius of Rand
an incident water collision kenna ofKo.

Figure 2. Diagrams showing how (a) the JI\(f.,r) function and (b) the fh(ll,r) function should be used in water for a given pencil
beam, where the interaction point is situated at point O.
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figure 3. (a) An ordinary primary dose kernel and (b) a mosaic primary dose kernel for photon energy of 10 MeV.
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Figure 4. Three types ofcentral-axis primary dose data in water ftlr field radii of(a) R=O.I em. (b) R=O.2 em. (c) R=O.5 em,. and
(d) R=5 em. with an incident primary water coll ision kenna of Ko= I .13) x J0-'1 Gy (figure 1): One was yielded using an ordinary
dose kernel (figure 3(a), another yielded ll'iing a mosaic dose kernel (figure 3(b», and still another yielded directly based on
Monte Carlo simulation.
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